dog hunter LLC Receives 2014 M2M Evolution IoT Excellence Award

**Linino ONE Honored for Excellence in Innovation**

*Zug*, Switzerland January 12, 2015 – *dog hunter* announced today that *Linino ONE* has received a 2014 M2M Evolution IoT Excellence Award presented by *TMC* and *Crossfire Media*.

The 2014 M2M Evolution IoT Excellence Award honors innovative products that support the availability of information being deduced, inferred and directly gathered from sensors, systems and anything else that is supporting better business and personal decisions.

*LininoONE* is a MIPS board based on the Atheros AR9331 and the ATmega32u4. The Atheros processor supports Linino, a Linux distribution based on OpenWRT. The board has built-in WiFi support, 20 digital input/output pins (of which 7 can be used as PWM outputs and 12 as analog inputs), a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a micro USB connection, an ICSP header, 2 reset buttons and 1 user button. The module Linino ONE is equipped with a series of accessories: *dogRJ45* and *dogUSB*.

Mr. Federico Musto, dog hunter’s President and CEO, said: “*dog hunter*, being a company that aggregates a wide range of skills that allow us to bring together the age of IoT, combining open source software (Linux) and open source hardware (IP enhanced microchip), is really proud of the M2M Evolution IoT Excellence Award received.” He added: “This award confirms that the Linino ONE is an ideal product for the IoT market: Linux and Linino ONE’s embedded WiFi functionality give it a flexibility that no other existing module in the market offers. Where social media changed human communication, IoT will revolutionize how we interact with the physical hardware and software creating applications of all types and will help us manage the complexities of modern life”.

“It is my pleasure to recognize Linino ONE with a M2M Evolution IoT Excellence Award for its excellence in innovation,” said Carl Ford, CEO & Community Developer, *Crossfire Media*. “As a leader in this rapidly evolving industry, I look forward to seeing *dog hunter's* future successes.

The winners of the 2014 M2M Evolution IoT Excellence Award will be highlighted in the first quarter edition of *M2M Evolution* Magazine and on [www.m2mevolution.com](http://www.m2mevolution.com).
For more information, please visit www.tmcnet.com.
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**About dog hunter**

dog hunter designs, develops and produces Internet of Everything certified WiFi modules, supported by Linino, and develops control and management sensor solutions for the educational, hobby, and industrial sectors and consumer products.

LininoOS is an OpenWRT based distribution and provides a fully writable filesystem with package management with GPG signature. Integrated with LininoIO it provides a complete Linux system for IoT space.

LininoIO is a software framework integrating microcontroller features inside the microprocessor environment. An application can be written using Node.js, Python, etc., on the Linux side using LininoOS to control the board and the attached devices.
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**About Crossfire Media:**

Crossfire Media is an integrated marketing company with a core focus on future trends in technology. We service communities of interest with conferences, tradeshows, webinars and newsletters. Crossfire Media has a partnership with Technology Marketing Corporation (TMC) to produce events and websites related to disruptive technologies. Crossfire Media is a division of Crossfire Consulting, a full service Information Technology company based in New York.
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**About TMC**

TMC is a global, integrated media company that helps clients build communities in print, in person and online. TMC publishes multiple magazines including CUSTOMER, INTERNET TELEPHONY, M2M Evolution and Cloud Computing. TMCnet is read by more
than 1.5 million unique visitors each month, and is the leading source of news and articles for the communications and technology industries. TMC is also the producer of **ITEXPO**, the world’s leading B2B communications event, as well as industry events: *M2M Evolution; Cloud4SMB Expo; DevCon5; HTML5 Summit; Super Wi-Fi Summit, CVx; AstriCon; StartupCamp*, and more. Visit [TMC Events](#) for a complete listing and further information.

For more information about TMC, visit [www.tmcnet.com](http://www.tmcnet.com).
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